The Hubble European Space Agency Information Centre is a service provided by European Space Agency (ESA) to provide information about Hubble from a European perspective. The Centre opened on Hubble’s 10th anniversary in April 2000. So far Hubble has been one of the most successful scientific missions ever and has now reached the midpoint of its life. With this initiative ESA shows its commitment to public outreach and the communication of science.

The goal of the Hubble European Space Agency Information Centre is to expose innovative European Hubble science to as broad an audience as possible: The public, the press, and the scientific community.

The means of communication are the web, printed material (brochures, leaflets, posters and lithographs), and personal interaction.

Press
We offer the following to the European members of the press:
- High resolution images ready for publication
- Help with special requests
- Fast response to questions

Scientists
We can offer European Hubble scientists several services to assist in presenting new discoveries and images to the general public:
- Writing news stories
- Enhancement and cosmetic preparation of scientific images
- Production of artwork
- Production of background material
- An effective distribution network